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Introduction

In their paperO) Sur les décompositions dénombrables Banach and Tarski

obtained a result which can be restated as follows:

A necessary and sufficient condition that two Lebesgue measurable, eu-

clidean sets a and a', shall have equal measure is that there exist null sets

n<a and n'<a', such that a—n and a' —n' are the respective unions of se-

quences of disjoint measurable sets, of which corresponding sets are con-

gruent.

If we then identify sets differing on only a null set, there exists a class of

transformations on the measurable sets such that two sets are of equal meas-

ure if and only if they correspond under some transformation of that class.

Then just as the elementary notion of the volume of an «-dimensional interval

is generalized to that of any measure function on a Borel field, so the equally

elementary notion of equality of volume, defined for these figures by the rela-

tion congruence, can be generalized to the notion of equality of measure de-

fined for some field of sets by a suitable class of transformations. This is done

as follows :

In Part I, we consider a complemented, distributive a-lattice AÍ with a

zero element, and a class <& of cr-isomorphisms on the principal ideals of AÍ.

The lattice AÍ is to be taken to correspond to a family of measurable sets

modulo the null sets, and $ as a semi-group of measure-preserving trans-

formations. Then i> generates an equivalence relation a~6 between elements

of AÍ which is countably additive and hereditary in the sense that a<~ö,

a'<a imply that there exists a b'<b such that a'~b'. It is then shown for

the bounded elements of Ai, that is, those which are not equivalent to any

proper subelement, that the relation a~2> is also preserved by subtraction and

by taking limits of monotonie sequences. It may be remarked that these latter

results yield an independent proof(2) of the theorem of Banach and Tarski.

A construction is also given leading to a definition of a complete measure. In

Part II, the measure of an element of Ai is defined as the totality of its equiva-
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lent elements, that is, of images under $; and a partial ordering and an opera-

tion of addition are defined in the set of measures. A necessary and sufficient

condition is then given that the set of measure values be order and addition

isomorphic to a set of positive numbers. Such an isomorphism is necessarily

unique, up to a multiplicative constant. These results will be analyzed in de-

tail in another paper. In Part III, a sufficient condition is given that, for a

family of sets upon which a numerical measure is defined, two sets of equal

measure shall correspond under some measure-preserving transformation, and

so that the given measure shall be derivable by the procedure of Part II. It

turns out that this is the case for a measure on a separable Borel field, pro-

vided there are no minimum sets of positive measure. However, a trivial gen-

eralization of the theory of Part II can be seen to be applicable to any

measure function.

Part I

1. Ideals and isomorphisms in the lattice AT. Let M={a, b, c, ■ ■ ■ ] be a

complemented distributive cr-lattice with a zero element; i.e., satisfying the

system (a) :

i.  AT has a partial ordering a<b (b contains a) such that a<b excludes a=b.

ii. Every sequence (a„)C.M has a supremum and an infimum ^an and IJa„,

respectively. If (an) is monotone increasing (decreasing), we denote 2^a„ (JJ[an)

by lim an. We also write a + b and ab for the supremum and infimum of (a, b).

iii. M has a zero element 8. Any elements a, b such that ab = 6 are called dis-

joint.

iv. If a<b, then there exists a unique element, which will be written b—a,

such that (b — a)a = 8, and a + (b—a) =b.

v.  For any sequence (an) and any a, a(%2an) =^aan.

1.1. Definition. A class M'ÇZM is called a a-ideal if a' <aCM' implies

that a'CM', and if (an)CM' implies that ~£,anCM'. The ideal M' is called

principal if there exists an element a such that a'CM' if and only if a'^a.

The principal ideal corresponding to an element a will be written 1(a).

1.2. Definition. A univocal correspondence <p defined on a a-ideal AT'CAT

onto a a-ideal M''Ç1Mis called a a-isomorphism if for every sequence (an) C AT,

4>(y^.an) =/!,4>(an), and </>(JJa„) =II<K&n). The correspondence inverse to <p is

also a a-isomorphism which will be written <p~l.

1.21. For any ^-isomorphism <p, <p(a)=8 = a=8; a'<a=cp(a') <<p(a), and

<p(a-a')=<p(a)-<p(a').

1.22. Let m be a cr-ring of subsets of a set s; », a cr-ideal in m; and AT, the

residue class ring m/n. Then any univocal point correspondence between the

subsets a and b in m which leaves the rings m and « invariant leads to a

(T-isomorphism of the principal ideals in M corresponding to a and b.
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1.23. Definition. Let (<pn) be a sequence of a-isomorphisms between the

principal ideals I(an) and I(bn). If the sequences (a„) aw<7 (bn) are each dis-

joint, then (<pn) is said to have a sum £<£„ ; namely, the isomorphism <p(a') defined

for a'^22an by <p(a')=£</>„(a'a„).

2. The class 4> of a-isomorphisms. Equivalence. Boundedness. Let 4> be a

class of a-somorphisms each defined between principal ideals of AÍ, and satis-

fying (ß) :

i.  The inverse of any isomorphism in €> is in <£.

ii. If <p, 4>' are in <f>, and are defined on 1(a), I(a'), respectively, then the

resultants cjxp' and <j>'<¡>, defined on a<p'(a') and a'(p(a), are in <£.

iii. If (<bn)Cl&, and if'£<£„ exists, then^'PnC^■

iv. At least one isomorphism of $ is defined on any principal ideal of M.

2.1. Definition. Two elements of M are called ^-equivalent if they corre-

spond under some isomorphism of 4>. This relation will be written a~b.

2.2. The relation ^-equivalence has the following properties:

i. It is an equivalence relation, and so partitions AÍ into a set of exhaustive

and mutually exclusive classes Ai0. The unique class containing an element a

may be denoted by M (a). Obviously, A7(a) = Af(a') if and only if there is an

isomorphism <p of $ such that a' =<p(a).

ii. If (a„), (bn) are sequences of disjoint elements of AÍ such that a„~è„,

then 22anr^22^n', '-e-> ^-equivalence is countably additive.

iii. It is hereditary in the sense that if a^b, and a' <a, then there exists a

b' <b such that a'~6'.

2.3. Definition. ^4« element a of M is unbounded (with respect to i>) if

there exists an element a'<a such that a~a', a«<¿ a — a'^O. Otherwise a is

bounded.

2.31. i. If a is bounded and a' <a, then a' is bounded, ii. If a~a + ¿>, and

b — ab^O, then a is unbounded, iii. If a~a', then a and a' are bounded or un-

bounded together.

2.32. Definition. A class Ma of equivalent elements of M is bounded or un-

bounded according as its elements are either all bounded or all unbounded.

2.33. Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that an element a be un-

bounded is that a contain a sequence of disjoint equivalent elements anT^d.

Proof. Suppose such a sequence exists. Then by 2.2, ii, £an~£a2n; and

since ^ain-i^B, £a„ is unbounded. Conversely, if a is unbounded, there

exists an element a' <a and an isomorphism <p of $ such that a' and a —a' are

different from 6 and <p(a) =a —a'. Then an infinite sequence of elements satis-

fying the required conditions can be defined inductively by the formula ax = a,

and for «> 1, a„=0(a„_i).
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3. Equivalence of complements of bounded equivalent elements. The re-

sults of this section can be summarized as follows:

If a~">, and if either (i) there exists a a-isomorphism <p of Q under which ab

is invariant, or (ii) the elements a and b are bounded, then for any c>(a + b),

c — a^c — b.

The assertions leading to this statement are the following:

3.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that for any element cS: (a + b),

c — a^c — b, is that a—ab>~^b—ab. The necessity is obvious, and the sufficiency

follows from the fact that c — (a + b)~c — (a+b) (identity), and a—ab~b — ab

(by hypothesis). Since the terms on either side are disjoint, their respective

sums are equivalent and c—a~c — b.

3.2. Theorem. If a~&, and a and b are bounded, then a — ab^b—ab.

The general argument of the proof is as follows: First it is shown that there

exist sequences (af) and (b„) of elements of AT contained in a—ab and b—ab,

respectively, such that <pn(an) <ab, and <pn+1(an) =bn. From this it is verified

that both families are disjoint. Finally it is shown that ^an=a—ab and

~^2,bn = b—ab, which proves the theorem.

Let us first restate this in the more convenient form :

If a+x-^b+x, where a+x, b+x are bounded, and ax = bx = 8, then a~¿>.

Proof. We have given that there exists an isomorphism <p of <$ such that

<p(a+x) =b+x. We shall write this as

(1) a + x~ b + x (4>).

Then

(2) a4r\b) ~ b<p (a).

By taking differences on both sides we get

(3) a4rl(x) + x ~ btb (x) + x.

If we can show that

(4) acb-\x) ~ b<p (x),

then by summing corresponding sides of (2) and (4), we get the required re-

sult. Now let

(5, i) a0 = a<f>~l(x) = a — acb^1^),

(5, ii) ¿>o = b(b(x) = b - b<¡>(a),

(5, iii) Xo = (b(a0) is x.

Since 4> is defined on x^a + b, we can define inductively for «>0

(6) x„ = x0(x„_i).

It can be shown by induction that the elements a, xo, Xi, • • • , are dis
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joint. For since aoáa, and Xo^x, ao and Xo are disjoint. Suppose that

ao, xo, • • ■ , x„_i are disjoint. But for 0 <&;=«, <p~l(xk) ÚXk-x, and </>_1(x0) =a0.

Hence for O^k^n, the elements cp~l(xk), and so also the elements Xk, are dis-

joint by the hypothesis of the induction, which is now complete. We define

(7) bn = ¿4>(x„_i), « = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • .

Since (j>~1(bn) täXn-x, it follows that the elements bn are disjoint. Further, since

<P(xn) Ík4>(x) ̂ b+x,

(8) <t>(Xn-l) = x0(x„_i) + b<b(xn-x) = x„ + bn,

that is,

(9) x„_i ~ xn + bn (</>) for n = 1, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ ,

and we also have

(10) a0~xo(#).

Since the terms on the right (the left) side of (9) and (10) are disjoint, their

respective sums are equivalent and

/ QO \ /       OO CO \

(11) U„ +  £   Xn)  ~ (    £  Xn  +   £   bn) (<*>).

But from (3) and (5)

(12) a0 + x ~ bo + x (<j>),

and for n = 1, bn^b(j)(x) =b0, whence the respective differences of correspond-

ing sides of (11) and (12) are equivalent; that is,

CO / 00 V / oo \

(13) x— £x„'~í¿>o — £önj + (x—  £ x„ J.

Since a+x is bounded, so is x— £o°°x„, and hence

(14) bo-22bn = 6.
i

For all «, <p~1 is defined on x„, and

(15) *-'(*») Ú x„_i.

From this it follows that <p~n is defined on x„ and satisfies

(16) 4>~n(Xn)   è  <r"+1(*n-l)   ^ =   *_1(*l)   =g   X0,

and hence that

(17) <¿>-<n+1)(x„) ̂  4>-^-k+1)(xn^k) ^ ao for any k < n.
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But from (8) we have

(18) <t>-l(bn)   =   X„_l  -  <p-\Xn),

so we can define for « >, 1

(19) O»  =  4>-^n+1)(bn)   =  <b~"(Xn-l)   -  4>-in+X)(Xn)   ^   fl0.

It follows from (19) and (16) that for k >0

(20) a„an+i; á ff»$-(n+*)(*»+*-i) = ffl«(/>-("+1)(*n) = 9,

and hence that the elements a„, w = 1, 2, 3, • • • , are disjoint to each other.

From this and from the fact that by definition a„~bn (<pn+1), we have

00 00

(21) Z O» ~   £ bn   =   6o.
1 1

Since the element x is disjoint to both sides of (21), this yields

(22) 'E an + xn~ bo + x,
i

which with (12) gives

(23) XI a" + x ~ a0 + x.
i

But by hypothesis a+x is bounded, and so

00

(24) »o - I «» = S.
i

We now have, by combining (21), and (24),

(25) a0 ~ b0,

which completes the proof of (4) and so of the required theorem.

4. Consequences of Theorem 3.2. We prove first the following statement.

4.1. Theorem. If a, b are bounded and if a'i=<z and b'^b, then <x~6 and

a'~b' implies that a—a'~b — b';i.e.,for bounded elements, ^-equivalenceis sub-

tractive.

Proof. Let a~b (<p) and a'~¿>' (<p') ; then a'~b'~<p~\b') ga. Then by (3.2)

a-a'^a-cp-^b^^b-b' (<p). Therefore a-a'~b-b'.

4.11. Theorem. If (a„) and (bn) are monotonie sequences of bounded ele-

ments of M and if an~bHfor all n, then lim a„~lim bn; i.e., the respective limits

of monotonie sequences of bounded equivalent elements are equivalent.

Proof. Let us call these limits a and b, respectively. Suppose (af) and there-
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fore also (bn) are non-decreasing. Then a=ax+(a2 — ax) + (a3 — a2)+ • ■ ■ , and

b = bx + (b2 — bx) + (bs — b2)+ ■ ■ • . Then since a„ and bn are bounded and a„'~èn

for all », by 4.1 we may sum corresponding sides and so get a~ö. If the se-

quences are non-increasing, then from 4.1 a„ — a,,_i~ôn — bn-i- Therefore

ai — a-~¿»i — b. Since further ai~bi, by again applying 4.1 we get a~ö.

4.12. Theorem. The sum of any finite collection of bounded elements is

bounded.

Proof. We shall prove 4.12 for the case of two bounded, disjoint elements

ai and a2, since the general case is readily reducible to this. Suppose then that

under these conditions ai+a2 is unbounded. Then there exists an element

a'7*0 contained in a = ai+a2 such that a — a'^d, and a~a'. Then ai+a2

~ai' +a2 , where ai =<p(ax) and a2 =<p(a2). From 3.2 we have

(1) «i — aiaf" ~ a{ — axa[,

(2) a2 — a2a2' ~ a2  — a2a{.

But since a{ —axa{ =a{a2 and ax—axa{ =(ax — axa')+axa2 we have

(3) (ai — aia') + axa2 ~ a{ a2,

and similarly

(4) (a2 — a2a') + a2a{ ~ a2' ai.

Now since the left-hand members of (3) and (4) are disjoint, we may substi-

tute in (4) for a{ a2 and we get

(5) (a2 — a2a') + (ax — axa') + ata¿ <~ aia2' •

But aia2' is bounded and so

(6) (a2 — a2a!) + (ax — ata') = a — a' = 6,

contrary to hypothesis. Therefore a is bounded.

It may be noted that the class AÍ of all bounded elements of M is a finitely

additive ideal (and a restricted a-ideal) in Af, and that the set of all limits of

(sequences of) bounded elements is a a-ideal in Af.

5. Lattices Af derived from rings of sets. Let m be a a-ring of subsets of

a fixed set s; «, a a-ideal in m; andII a class of univocal point transformations

n„, defined between pairs of sets in m and leaving m and « invariant. Let AÍ

be the residue class ring m/n, and suppose the isomorphisms on Af derived

from the transformations of II (see 1.22) satisfy (ß). Suppose further that con-

ditions (7) hold:

5.1. i. 7/x is any subset of s and if there exists a set nÇ^n such that xCn, then

xG«.
ii. If xÇs, then there exists a set x*Cw such that (a) xC** and (b) if

x(Za£m, then x* —x*aCw.
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Let us denote the residue class of a set xCm by m(x) or by x'. Then

5.11. If x* and x2* satisfy ii, then x*=x2*.

5.12. If iÇï', thenx*Çx'*.

5.13. For any xÇs, there exists a set x* of m, namely, x* —(x* —x)*, such

that i. x*Çx; ii. if x*'Cx, then x*'Çx*, and iii. if x* and y* satisfy i and ii,

then x* = y*.

5.14. A set xGs is in m if and only if x* = x*, in which case x* =x* =x.

5.15. If x„Cs, then for any x„*, x„*, m(^2,xf) =^,m(xf) ; m[£x„)*|

= m(Exn*) ;m[(Y[xn)*]^m([lxf) ; m [dix.)* ] =w(TJx„*).
Since the proofs of these relations are all alike, we shall prove only the first.

From the fact that (J£x„)* 2?22xn>x for all w, m(xf) ^m[(%2x„)*], and so

w[(Sx»)*]=wEx»*]- Similarly, xn* = x„ for all «, and so^xn*^^xn. There-

fore m£xc*) >«î[(^x„)*], and the relation is proved.

5.16. Lemma. A necessary and sufficient condition that xCm is that for any

yQs, (xy)*(y-xy)*Cn.

Proof. Suppose xG?«- Then for any x*, x* —x is not in m and so not in «.

Then from i of (7), (x*—x)* is not in «. Now lety = x*. Then (xy)*(x — xy)*

= (x* —x)*G»- If xCm, then for any yÇs, (xy)*=x, and so m[(xy)*] ^m(x).

Also y — xy <s — x<(s — x)* — (s — x)*(xy)*, which with ii of (7) completes

the proof.

5.17. If x is any transformation of II defined on a set aCm, then for any

xCa, we define x(x) as the image of x under x. Then since x leaves m and « in-

variant, ir(a)Cm, and x(a)2x(x*)3x(x), so m[x(x*) ] >m[ir*(x) ]. But since

x*(x)2x(x), it follows that x_1 [x*(x) ]3j;, Therefore x_1 [x*(x) ]3x*, whence

?w[x(x*) ] =m[ir*(x)]. By a similar argument with reference to x, we also have

m[x(x*)] =ra[x*(x)]. That is, m(x*)~m[ir(x)*], and m(x)*~m[x(x)* ].

Part II

6. Measuring systems in abstract sets. A set s is said to have a measuring

system (m, n, <£) if m is a (r-ring of subsets of s; «, a cr-ideal in m (notice that

under these conditions M = m/n satisfies (a) of §1); and i>, a class of <r-iso-

morphisms defined on AT and satisfying (ß) (§2). If (7) of §5 also holds, the

system (m, «, i>) is complete. Any set has a trivial measuring system, namely,

(the totality of its subsets, the void set, the identity transformations on every

subset). In euclidean space, the Lebesgue measurable sets, the null sets, and

the transformations derived from direct sums of rigid motions form such a

system.

Now let us consider a set s with a given system (m, n, $). An isomorphism

of $ is said to be measure-preserving, and the elements a, b, c, • ■ • , of AT to

be measurable and of measure M (a), M(b), M(c), • ■ ■ , (2.2, i), respectively.

Henceforth these measures will be written aorm(a), borm(b), cor m(c), • • • .

In particular, the element w is said to have null measure m(«)=0. The ele-
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ments a and b are of equal measure if and only if they correspond under some

measure-preserving transformation, i.e., if and only if a~¿>. If the system

(m, n, «I») is complete, a set aÇzm is said to be measurable and of measure

m(m(a)), where m(a) is the residue class of a. For any xÇs, the elements x*

and x* (§5) are called a hull and a kernel of x, respectively. Then m(x*) and

m(x*), which will now be written r* and r*, will be called the outer measure

and the inner measure of x.

7. Partial ordering of the measure-values. Addition. Let 9)2* = (a, b, c, • • • )

be the totality of measures, and let SW be the subset of bounded measures

(2.32). Henceforth a<cc shall mean a is bounded.

7.1. Definition. If a< «, we define a<b to mean that there exist corre-

sponding elements a and b in M such that a<b. It follows that a<bis a (proper)

partial ordering of SDÎ. The null element 0 of 3JÍ* is the zero of the ordering.

7.11. Any monotonie increasing (decreasing) sequence (ci„) has a supre-

mum (an infimum) written lim a„. For suppose a« increasing, and let an be a

sequence of corresponding elements from M. For each », there exists an

a» <a„+i such that a„'<~a„. Then m[£(a„+i —a,,')] can be verified to be the

desired supremum.

7.2. Definition. If (a„)C90?*, and if there exists a sequence (an) of disjoint

corresponding elements in M, then (an) is said to have a sum £a„, namely,

m(£an). A binary sum will be written a + b.

It follows from the considerations of Part I that:

7.21. Whenever it exists, the sum is unique, and the operation of addition

is commutative and associative, and £a„ = lim £"(!.-.

7.22. If a, = a for all i, then we write £"a¿ as «a. If either side of the fol-

lowing exists, so does the other; and na + ma = (n+m)a; «(a + b) =«a+wb;

n(ma) =m(na) =nma.

7.23. For any uCÜÖc*, (t+0 exists and is equal to a; if a< » then a + b = a

if and only if b=0.

7.24. Binary addition has a unique inverse for bounded elements; i.e.,

a+r= b< a» has a unique solution for fixed a and b, denoted by b — a.

7.25. A necessary and sufficient condition that a<b is that for some c,

a + c=b holds. If a<b< °° then there exists a maximum integer « such that

na :£b.

7.26. If £m(a„) exists, then £m(a„)^m(£a„), and equality holds if and .

only if the elements an are disjoint, in which case £m(a„) does exist.

8. Algebraic properties of §Dî*.

8.1. We now sec that any measuring system (m, n, $>) gives rise to a set

2IÎ* of measure-values with a commutative and associative operation of

addition defined for certain denumerable sets of elements of 5DÎ*, in terms of

which a'partial ordering of the bounded elements can be derived. Then
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i. There exists an element 0 such that ct^O implies that a>0 and a + 0 = a.

ii. If a< go , and a<b, then m(a)<m(b).

iii. 2Jm(ö„)_m(2^a„) and equality holds if and only if the elements an are

disjoint.

If, further, the measure defined is complete, then to any xÇs there corre-

sponds an outer and an inner measure r* and r*, respectively, and

iv. If x*< & , and x<y, then r*^tj*.

v. If (x„) is a sequence of sets such that ^x„* exists, then m(y^x„)*^y,r„*

vi. The set x is measurable if and only if the equivalent conditions a and b

(the Carathéodory condition) hold:

a. x* = x*, in which case x* = x*=x, and

b. for any yCZs, tn(xy)* + m(y — xy)*=y*  [ = m((xy)*■ (y — xy)*)].

9. Ordered sets of measure-values. In the remainder of Part II it is as-

sumed that the system (m, n, $>) satisfies condition (8).

(8) For any a, b of M either there exists ab' Sb such that a~(V or there exists

an a' <a such that a'~b.

9.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that (8) hold is that for any two ele-

ments a and b of 9J** either there exists an a' such that a + a' = b or a b' such that

b + b' = ct.
We shall show that (8) is a sufficient as well as a trivially necessary condi-

tion that M be order and addition isomorphic to a set of positive numbers.

9.2. For any bounded measures a and b, ct<b implies that u^b; i.e., 3)? is

linearly ordered, and either b — a or a—b exists.

9.21. From 9.2, one and only one of the following occurs: a. W contains

the single element 0; b. there exists an element a of SD? such that a^O, and

if a'<a, then ct' = 0; c. for any u>0 there exists an a' such that 0<a'<a.

In the last case, we may assume that 2a' i= a, for we can take the lesser of a'

and a —a'.

9.22. If a„, a are bounded, and a„^a„+l(a„^a„+i), then a<liman (a>lim a„)

implies that there exists a k such that a^a* (a^ak).

9.3. i. For any a, b in 9ÎÎ, there is a unique integer « such that b = «a + c,

c < a. ii. If a and b are bounded, then for every integer « such that »a and nb

exist, «a and «b stand in the same relative order as do a and b.

9.4. There exists an element s of AT* such that a < °o implies that a^S.

If 8< », the sum of any two bounded elements always exists ; if ê< °o , a + b

exists if and only if the equivalent conditions a<g— b and b<S — a hold. In

this latter case, the element í is unique; and for any a of Af, a^s.

9.5. If 9DÎ satisfies b of 9.21, that is, if there is a least element o.i>0, then

it follows from 9.3 and 9.4 that the elements of 5DÎ are of the form wcti, and

that according as ê is unbounded or bounded and equal to küi, « will assume

all positive integral values or all those not greater that k.

9.6. Lemma. If ffl satisfies c of 9.21, i.e., 9J? has no minimal non-null ele-
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ments, and, if each element of 9ft is contained in one or the other, but not both of

two non-void subclasses 9ft' and 9ft" and if every element of W is greater than

every element of W, then either there is a least element of 9ft" and no greatest

in 9ft', or there is a greatest element in 9ft' and no least in 9ft".

Proof. Since neither 9ft' nor 9ft" is void there exist elements a{ in 9ft' and

Ch" in 9ft" with a{ <a". From c, there is a third element between the two,

so both cannot be the extreme elements of their respective classes. If either

one is, the lemma is proved; if not, since there is some Ci>0 such that

2ci^a/' — cti , there is a maximum integer «i such that a{ +«iCi<9ft', and a

maximum integer n[ =nx such that a{ +«iCi^ a". Let tí = a{ +«iCi and let

02" be either a{ + (n[ +1 )Ci or a", according as n[ >«i or n{ =«1. Then

02' C9ft', a2" C9ft", tí = tí < a2" ̂  tí', and 2(a2" -tí)£ (tí' - tí ). Let c2 be

the minimum of a/'—«i'ci and Ci— (a" — n{ Ci). Then 2c2^Ci and hence

4c2cSai" —tí- Either if a2 is the maximum of its class, or if a2" is the mini-

mum of its class, the assertion holds. If not, we define 03' and 03" just as in the

preceding case. By proceeding in this way, we arrive at a pair of sequences (an' )

and (a„") of elements of 9ft' and 9ft", respectively, such that an' =S cu'+iás O-'n'+x

^un" and 2"_1(ct„" — añ)^a{' — tí- The sequences are monotonie and con-

tained in Af, so their respective limits a' and a" exist and are bounded.

Also, since for any b'C9ft' and for any integer m, b'<cu", it follows from

7.11 that b'iSa" = lim a„". In particular this relation holds for all elements of

(a„'), and so ct' = lim añ =Sa". Further since u„' ^a'^a"^a„" for all «, it fol-

lows that a"-a'^añ' -a„' ^2"-1(a{' —tí) and hence that a" —a'= 6, i.e.,

a' = a" = a. From the fact that a is the limit of a sequence from 9ft' and of

one from 9ft" it follows that 0 is the greatest or the least element of its class

according as it is in 9ft' or in 9ft", and that the class to which a does not belong

has no extreme element.

10. Isomorphisms of 9ft onto sets of positive numbers.

10.1. Theorem. Under condition (5) the set 9ft of bounded measure-values is

isomorphic to a subset Y of the set of non-negative numbers; i.e., there exists a

one-to-one mappingf(a) of 9ft onto T such that whenever^£o„ exists and is bounded

then £/(on) converges to /(£ct„), and whenever £ct„ exists and is unbounded,

then £/(a„) diverges to infinity. The mapping f is completely determined up to

a multiplicative constant; that is, if f is any other mapping of M onto T with the

above property, then there exists a constant £ such that for all a < =0 ,/(a) = £/' (a).

According as conditions a, b, or c, of 9.21 hold, the set Y will consist of a. the

number zero, b. the set nf(dx), where n = 1, 2, 3, • • • or 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , k, or c. the

interval 0^|^/(ë), or 0¿¡-= 00, according as the element g of 9.4 is bounded

or unbounded.

The theorem follows immediately for cases a and b. In case c, we shall use

the following lemma:
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Lemma. To every ordered pair (a, b) of bounded elements different from 0,

there corresponds a unique positive finite number p(a, b) such that

i. if ¿2an exists, then p.(J2an, b)=¿Zn(a„, b),
ii. p(a, a) = 1.

Proof. For any u^O, the set SDî'ÇSJî of elements a' such that 2a'^ a, and

the set W'Clffl of elements a" such that 2a" > a, satisfy the hypotheses of

9.6. From this it follows that there exists an element a1 such that 2a1 = a, and

such that for every integer « an a" exists such that 2"a" = a. Then

(1) a" = 2kan+k,

(2) ¿ ani = ( zZ 2n{-m) am if m > m for i = 1, 2, • •• , p.

Further if a' >0, there exists an « such that a' > a". For by 9.4 there exists

a k such that a = ka' + a", where a"<a', and we may take n = k+l. More

generally,

(3) if a' > a", there exists an « for which a' < a" + a".

For every pair of elements a and b there exists an integer jtin(a, b) such that

a = pnb" + Cn, where c„<b". From the previous, it follows that the p.„ satisfy

(4) 2ßn = Pn-1 =  2(u„ —  1);

(5) if c > a, there exists a k such that for all p > 0, pk+v(t, b) > pk+P(a, b) ;

(6) Pk( z2 an<- a) =  zZ Vk(ani, a) for «¿ > k for i = 1, 2, • • • , />;

(7) PÁb + kar, a) = pr(b, a) + k/2r, for any b.

From (4) the sequence of numbers pn(b, a) is monotonically increasing and

bounded and therefore approaches a unique limit p(b, a). We have at once

that

(8) p(0, a) = 0;       p(an, a) = 1/2";

(9) if c < b, then p(c, a) < p(b, a);

(10) m(c + kar) = p(c) + k/2r.

Also for any finite p, pÇZfi^u u)=XiM(a.-, «)■ For zZiai=zZi^(a', a)ah

+z2i-iai,i> where a£i4<aA It can be seen that MXXi0»- a)<P'< tnen apply-

ing (10), dividing by 2* and passing to the limit give the desired result. Now

suppose that a* ^^fa, exists. If a*< °o , then since for every npn(of, a)an-^a*

it follows that there is a pn for which pn(a*, a)a"^zZiai- Then pn(a*, u)/2B

= m[m»(u*, a)a"]^M(Z?=iO<. a)</*(a\ a), or M(a*, a)-M(I>.'. a)<l/2». If
22ra,< oo, then for any «, «a<2^fa.-, whence m(Su<» «)>m(wu> (*) = «•
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Complete additivity of p(b, a) follows from these last two relations and

the finite additivity; i.e.,

(11) /*(£<!,■, a) = £m(u;, a).

Relations i and ii of the lemma are now proved, and it remains to show for

each ordered pair b, a that ß(b, a) is unique. But any /¿'(b, o) satisfying i

and ii can be seen to be such that

(12) kp'(an, a) = k/2" = p(an, a), for all k and »;

and so

(13) p'(b, a) = /¿'(hm nn(b, a)an) = lim ix'(nn(b, a)an) = lim ¿in/2" = m(b, a).

We can also verify by a limiting process that if none of a, b, c is 0, then

(14) M(a, b) = M(a, c)ji(c b).

Then the isomorphism required in 10.1 can be given by/(a) =/x(a, Cti) for any

ai>0. From (14),/(a)//(b) = ß(a, Q.x)/ß(b, cti)=;u(a, b), which is independent

of/and of cti. But if g(a) is any mapping whatever satisfying the conditions

of 10.1, then the ratio g(a)/g(b) satisfies the conditions of the lemma, and so

is equal to p(a, b). Therefore g(a) =g(ax)n(a, ax), and g(a)/f(a) = g(ax), a con-

stant.

Let £ be any positive finite number less than n($, a), where a5^0, and ê

satisfies 9.4. Then £ can be expressed uniquely in the form f + %/2k where f

is an integer, ^ = 0or 1 and an infinite set of the £t are zero. It follows from

9.3 and relation (11) that all the sums £*(»* exist and that m(££*)<1 = £. There-

fore the range of any isomorphism, which must be of the form /(b) =ju(b, a),

is a closed finite or infinite interval with left end point zero. This completes

the proof of 10.1.

10.2. Let s' and 5" be any two unbounded elements of Af, if such exist,

which are the respective limits of monotonie increasing sequences (sn' ) and

(Sn') of bounded elements. Then there exist subsequences (sn¡) and ($„'')

such thatSm^Sn'i' <s'nM- It follows that ê' = ê", that is, all unbounded limits

of bounded elements of Af are of equal measure, which we denote by + 00.

If the system (m, », $) is such that

(e) every element of M is the limit of a sequence of bounded elements,

then the range of measure-values in 9ft* is 0^£g + =0.

11. Isomorphisms of 9ft onto the infinite half-interval. Conclusion. We

have shown that for any set s, any system (m, n, <!>) satisfying (a) and (ß)

leads to a set 9ft* of measures, the bounded subset 9ft of which satisfies con-

ditions which may be regarded as a generalization of the Lebesgue conditions

on a numerical measure. If in addition (ô) holds, the set 9ft* of limits of

bounded measures is isomorphic to either a set of successive non-negative

integers or to a closed interval with left end points zero. If (e) holds, i.e., if
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S0'?* = 9K*, the measure determined by (m, n, $>) can be represented by a func-

tion/(a) which is unique up to a multiplicative constant, assumes the values

0 ̂  ¿j Ú °° , and is such that f(a) = 0 if and only if a = 8 ; f(a) =f(b) if and only

if a and b correspond under some measure-preserving transformation, and

/(a) < oo if and only if a < =o. It may be pointed out that no reference is made

to any topological or metric properties of the set s.

It is not necessarily true that every numerical measure can be derived by

the procedure above, for this would require the existence of a measure-pre-

serving transformation between any two sets of equal measure. However, it

is shown in Part III that this is true for many important measures. The gen-

eral case can be treated by introducing into AT an equivalence relation, equal-

ity of measure, which is countably disjointly additive, hereditary in the sense

of 2.2, and for bounded elements is also subtractive and preserved by taking

limits of monotonie sequences. It can easily be verified that the entire theory

of Part II would hold in this case. Further if AT has a countable basis, a family

of isomorphisms can be defined which generate the given congruence, which

reduces this case to the previous one.

Part III

12. Lattices satisfying (£"). Bases. Let AT be a lattice satisfying (a) of §1

and \a\ be a functional defined on M and satisfying (f) :

ia. 0 S | a | ^ oo , for any a of M, and \a\ = 0 if and only if a = 8;

ib. if | a| = oo , then there exists a sequence of elements a„ such that \a\ < oo ,

and /.a» = a ',

ii.   | ¿Zan | =zZ I a" I > for anV sequence of disjoint an ;

iii. for any a^8 there is an a' <a such that 0^ | a\ ^ oo ;

iv. for any a of AT, there is a countable set of elements an of M such that for

any a' <a, and for any e>0, some subsequence (am) covers a' and |2Zam — a'\ <e.

The object of the next sections is to prove under conditions (<T) that if

|a| =|o'| then there exists a cr-isomorphism 0 of 1(a) onto I (a') (seel.l)such

that for any b<a, \<f>(b)\ =\b\, which in turn leads to the result that the |o|

can be determined up to a constant multiple by a set of isomorphisms satisfy-

ig 08).
Henceforth a family of elements an satisfying iv of (f) will be called a basis

of a, and any element of a basis a base element.

12.1. From the fact that if each element of a basis can be expressed as

the sum of elements of a family (an) then (a») is also a basis, it follows that

a has a basis of the following form :

Let (b„) be any basis of a. Then let an be the «th element of the form

bk— zZi~~1bi which is different from 8; let a„,0 be the first element of the form

anbk+i, where an is derived from bk such that 8<«„&*+,• <a»; and let

anii = an — an,o- Then if av is defined for every sequence v=(n, «i, • • • , €*),

e,= ±1, as some product eibi ■ ■ ■ ekbk where   —b=a — b, then ö„,0 is given
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by «iZ>i • • • ekbkbm, where m is the least value for which 0<€iui • • • ekbkbm

<exbx ■ • • ekbk, and a„,i = a„ — a„,o. It follows at once that every bn is the sum of

a finite set of the ar. Therefore (a„) is a basis. Let n(v) be the number of terms

in the sequence v, and Tk the totality of sequences v such that n(v) = k. We

define y<v, where 7 = («i, ei, • • • , tk) and v=(n', e{, • ■ ■ , el) if &>fc',and

(«, ei, • • • , ek) = (n', e{, ■ ■ ■ , ei).

12.2. Then

i. £aT = a, 7GT», for any fixed «;

ii. a„a7 = 0 if «(f) = »(7) ;

iii. a„<a7 if and only if v<y;

iv. aT=£a„ v<y, n(v) = n0<n(y).

Now let (a„) be any basis satisfying 12.2. It follows that:

12.3. If (a,,) is any finite set of distinct base elements, then (a) YLa'i 's

equal either to 6 or to the (necessarily unique) element of least subscript Vk,

according as the sequence is or is not nested; (b) if Vi<v then a,— £a„v is

the sum of a finite set of disjoint base elements of subscripts v¿ such that

n(v¡ ) =n(vk) ; (c) any countable sum of base elements can be expressed as the

sum of disjoint base elements. (For £aVi =£(aVi— £j<¿a„).a„i), where the

terms of the right side are disjoint, and from (b) each consists of a finite sum

of disjoint elements.)

Further, if (a„) and (b,) are bases of a and b, respectively, which satisfy

12.2:
12.4. For any finite sequence (?,-) of which we suppose Vk the least (a)

either both \\aVi =111^ = ^> orIJa^ = a„tand \\bVi = b,k; (b)if v > i-,,then either

a„=£a„,. and 2>„=£u,¡, or there exists a sequence (pj), such that a„—£a„t.

=£a„j. and b, — £övi = £&/. (c) For corresponding subsequences (a,(), (&,,)

of (a„) and (b,) there exists a sequence (v'¡ ) of subscripts such that (a,'.), (6,J.)

are disjoint and £a„v =£a^., £o», =£&^-

12.5. Definition. ^4«y (finite) union of base elements of any a of M is

called a finite a-element of the basis (a,). The a-element £a»i will be denoted by

si,a(a).
From the previous results it follows that the a-elements of any basis (ay)

of an element a have the properties listed below:

12.6. All finite products, all countable sums, and the relative complement of a

finite a-element with respect to any a-element are all either a-elements or equal

to 0. All a-elements can be expressed as the sum of a sequence of disjoint base

elements.

12.7. ^4«y element b <a is the product of a nested sequence of a-elements Sk(a)

such that lim | Sk(a) | = | b I.

For from the definition of a basis, for any sequence of positive numbers

e„—>0,there exists a sequence of a-elements sn(a) > b, and such that | sn — b \ < en.

But from 12.6, the elements JJf=15„ are a-elements and satisfy the required

conditions.
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12.8. If (ay), and (ai) are bases of a and a', respectively, and if the corre-

sponding a-elements sa(a) ^z2a,^a) and ■?„(a')=y"',a,.t„i are denoted by sa and

sj , then, for any sets of corresponding a-elements s, and s' either both members

of any one of the pairs Hfs,- and H*s/ (where k is any finite number), y.s<

and 2Js! , and the pair of symmetric differences Si — s2 and s{ — s2 , are equal to 8,

or in each case there exists a pair of corresponding a-elements sat and sa', or

s«¡ and sa', or sas and sa£ , stich thatYÍ1si = sa¡ and Hfs/ =s'ai, or ¿~2si = sa2 and

zZsí =J«2'> or Si — s2 = sat and s{ —si =sar

13. Infinite products. Regular bases. We prove first

13.1. Lemma. If(aVi) is any infinite sequence of base elements with distinct

subscripts, then Ha,v = 8.

Proof. We may assume that the sequence can be arranged so that Vi < Vi-i,

and so that a,,,. <a„t_t, for otherwise from (a) of 12.3 the conclusion that

Wavi = 8 already holds. If under this restriction YLa»i = a'^8' there exists a vo

such that |a„0a'| 5^0. Then since for all i, av¡¡aVin¿8, it follows for all but the

finite set of the a„; for which n(v/) <n(v0), that ava<ay¡, and so further that

a,0>a'. By iii of (f), since a'^8, there exists an a"<a' such that 8<a"<a'.

But every cr-element s covering a" must also contain a', and hence \s — a"\

> \s — a'\ >0, which contradicts iv of (f). Therefore a' = 8.

13.2. Lemma. If (ay) is a basis of a satisfying 12.2, for any finite positive

£ < | a | there exists a a-element s such that \s\ = £. ATore specifically, to any such £

we can make correspond a unique a-element s$ such that \s<^\ = £, and if

0<£i<£2^ |a|, 5fl<5fr Hence further each a-element corresponds to at most

one number £.

Proof. Since, for any «, ¿r^lav = a, where vC^n, if we order the a, of Tn ac-

cording to the first differences into a sequence an,k and if we let s„,k =2"an,¿

then for each £>0 there corresponds a & = &(£, «) such that

(1) |   Sn,k\   á   £   =   |   S„lk+l\,

and further

(2) sn,kn   <  Sn+l,kn+i  <  Sn+1,*„+1   <,•?„,fc„+l.

From (1) and the fact that the elements a„,j¿ are nested, we have

(3) $ — | lim Sn,k | = lim | a„,k \ = 0.

Therefore |]CS>>.*I =£ anci since if £i<£2 then for each « k„,^ < *?n,£2, we also

haveXs«.*(£i) <zZsn,ka2), and we can define 5|=X)5».*n,{-

13.21. Lemma. Every element a such that \a\ = =o, is the sum of a set of

disjoint elements an such that \an\ =1 for each ».

Proof. Every such element a is the sum of a set of elements an' such that
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|a„' | < oo, and which we may suppose disjoint and different from 6. Let ki

be a monotonie set of integers such that laij Si< |a¡ti+i|, and let us define

a nested sequence of elements a* as follows: If the lower inequality holds,

let af = al ; if i> |a*/ |, let a* = ak+a"i, where a/' 2£a'ii+I —a'&,-, and |a/' | =i

— |o*/|. In either case, |a*|=î, and a^^a*<a*1+1, whence lim a* = a.

We can therefore define the required elements a„ as a*, a„* —a*n_i.

13.3. Definition. Let v be any number of the form k + m/2n, where k is

a positive integer, Oi=m<2", a«a" m/2n is expanded dyadically into a sequence

of n(v) terms. Then a basis (a„) of an element a 9* 8 is called regular when | a | < oo

ifQ-=v<l and \a,\ =\a\ /2n(-"\andwhen\a\ =coif0^v<<x> and]a,\ =l/2nW.

13.4. Theorem. Every a 9*9 has a regular basis.

Proof. Suppose \a\ < oo, and let (a!) be any basis satisfying 12.2. Then

there exist a-elements sn,m for « = 1,2, • • • , and m = l,2,---,2n, such that

\s„,m\ =m\a\ /2", and such that m/2n>m'/2n' implies that Sn,m>sn',m'. Then

if v is the dyadic expansion of m/2n, m<2n, then we define a„ as sn,m+x — sn.m,

and we make the convention that ao = 0. If s'n,m=£a>.,', where e¿ are the

dyadic expansions of the numbers m'/2", m' -¿m<2n, then a„' =s'n,m+i — s'n,m

=£a„J., where | s'„,m\ ^Vj= \ sn,m+x\. Therefore from 12.1, (a„) is a basis, which

can easily be seen to be regular. If | a | = =o, let (a*) be a sequence satisfying

13.21, and combine their bases for a basis for a.

13.5. If \a\ = \a'\ 9*0, and if (a,), (a/) are regular bases of a and a',

respectively, and if as previously we denote the corresponding a-elements

sa(a)=22ayi(a) and sj =£a\,.(a) by sa and sj respectively, then for any set of

corresponding pairs it follows from 12.8 and from the fact that |a„| = |a„' | that

\Sa\ = \sj | ; I Sx — s2\ = | s{ =s2' |, where the differences are symmetric; | / ,5,-1

= | £5/ j ; and HEM = IILV I •
14. The isomorphism <f>. We are now in a position to establish the theorem

referred to in §12, namely, that

14.1. Theorem. If |a| = |a'|, then there exists a a-isomorphism <p of 1(a)

(see 1.1) onto I(a') such that for any b = a, \ <p(b) \ —\b\.

Proof. The theorem is trivial if a = a' = 6. Otherwise, let (ar), (a!), be regu-

lar bases of a and a' respectively. Then by 12.8 for any b = a there exists a

nested sequence of a-elements Sk>b such that lim | s* — ô| =0. We define for

any b<a.

(1) *{b)=d,(ïïsk)=-Il<l>(s'k).

Obviously, 4> assigns at least one image to every element of 7(a) and at least

one counterimage to every element of I(a'). Further from 13.5 for each k,

\Sk\ =1 si I, whence for any image <p(b)

(2) I 4>(b) I = lim j 5-fc j = lim    ï* | = | b \,
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and the functional \a\ is invariant under <f>. Also, if ¿>i=Hs*,i and 62—H^*,2

are any two elements of i(a), then for each k, \sk,i — sk,i\ ■*■ U'*,i — s't,t\

where the differences are symmetric. Passing to the limit with respect to k,

(3) bi = h if and only if (¡>(bi) = <b(bi),

that is, the isomorphism <p(b) is univocal.

Now suppose bi=Y[,sk,i^bi^[\sk¡i. Then from 12.8, the elements

Sk,3 = Sk,iSk,2 form a nested sequence of er-elements such that biSsk,3úsk,2.

Again from 13.5 for each k, s'k,3 = s'k,is'k,2so

(4) 4>(bi) = II siz = II 4,2 = <t>(bi).

Applying this same argument with reference to <p~1, we see that

(5) ¿>x = 62 if and only if <p(h) S <p(h).

Let (ar) be a sequence of elements of 7(a), and for each r let (sk,r) be a

nested sequence of <r-elements such that ar=Hfc5ü,r and such that | skir — ar\

<l/2t+r. Then for each k, ¿Z?sk,r is a tr-element and

(6) zZ ar  =   Z Sk.r  =   zZ  *"»-l,r,

(7)

and so

(8)

ZZ  Sk,r —   zZ ar\  =

= El

Sk

Si

,r   —   (    zZ Ur j Sk.r

Or I   ̂    1/2*.

Or  =   Hi   zZsk.r).

From (5), for each r, <p(ar) é4>(zZa<-), and so further

(9) zZtM   á*(2».

But for each k,

(10)
E Sk,r   —    zZ <l>(ar) =    s», </>(Or)|   =   Z   [| *>.r|   - |</>K)|   ]

=   E(l^,r|   "Kl)   á   1/2*.
and passing to the limit with respect to k gives

(H) zZ<l>M=<t>(zZ*r).

From 12.6 for each finite r the elements H0s<m form a nested sequence of

(T-elements such that xló°a¿ =IIoa> ^IIo5*.<• If f°r some * la¿l < cc' an^ li (r>)

is an increasing sequence of indices such that   Ho'a-r  — HIoa>-| < l/2-¿,
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(12) n sk,r - n Oi, LT Sk.r — II ar + ii ar - n aA

But since sk.Tú JJ.L<aT+22oi(sk.r — ar), (12) yields

(13)

whence

(14)

II Sk.r — II ar < 1/2
k+i

I\ar= mJlskX
0 *=0 \ r=0 /

From (5), for each r, 0(Hrar) ^<p(ar), and so

(15) <t>(J\ar) S\\<t>(aT).

On the other hand,

(i6)    £ <t>(ar) = n ñ «i, = n n *»., = ft ft 4* = <kii «,),
r—0 4=0 fc=0 r=0 4=0 r=0

which with (15) gives

(17) II*(«r)   =*(!!*).

if for some i, \ai\ < oo. If for all r, |ar| = =° , let (ai,y) be a sequence of elements

such that £ai,3 = ai and |ai,y| < oo for all j's. Then from (11) and (17),

(18)      <b(Jl ar) = <b f £ ( II «i.iM    = £ [ II <P(ax.Mar) J = II *(*).

and this holds for any sequence (ar).

It is now verified by statements (2), (3), (11), and (18) that <p satisfies

the conditions required in Theorem 14.1, the proof of which is now completed.

We have as an immediate corollary to 14.1 that

14.11. The class i> of all a-isomorphisms cj> between pairs of principal

ideals of Af is non-void and satisfies (ß) of §1.

15. Application to Part II. Examples.

15.1. If now m is a field of sets upon which a measure function |a| is de-

fined, and if « is the ideal of sets for which |a| =0, then we define a functional

|a| on the residue class ring M = m/n as the common value of |a| for all the

setsaCa. If |a| is such that (f) holds, then by Theorem 15.1 we have a meas-

uring system (m, n, $) (§6). If as before we denote the measure in the sense

of Part II of any aCAf by a, then a= b if and only if |a| = | b\, u = 0 if and

only if a = 8, that is, if and only if |a| =0; and a=£a„ if and only if

|a| =£|a„|. Further from 13.2, a is bounded in the sense of Part II if, and

from 15.21 only if, |a| < oo. From the fact that a<b if and only if |a| < \b\,
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it is clear that the system (m, n, $>) satisfies (8) (§9) and (e) (§10). Therefore

the correspondence/(a) =/(a) = |a| is an isomorphism of the type described

in Theorem 10.1 of the set 9DÎ of measure values onto a closed interval. It

follows from 10.1 that the ratios |a|/|ô| are uniquely determined by the

system (m, n, <3?) as the numbersp(a, b) of the lemma to 10.1, and so that \a\

is determined up to a multiplicative constant.

15.2. Examples. Let s be any locally compact metric spaces and let \a\

be a positive functional on the open sets with compact closures such that

| a | = 0 only on the empty set, and such that with any set of concentric spheres

a¡ of radius e, lim |ae| =0. Then the measure generated in the usual fashion

from |a| satisfies conditions (f) and so on can be obtained as in Part II.

The Haar measure on a locally compact group is also covered by Part II,

since the decomposition theorem of Banach and Tarski can be extended(3) to

this case; if the fundamental space is not a group, but metric and locally com-

pact^), we need make only a trivial examination of the case in which points

have positive measure.

15.3. The theorem of Banach and Tarski mentioned in the Introduction

can be generalized under conditions of 15.1 in the following sense: Let (s„)

be a regular basis of 5 (13.3). An isomorphism <p of <ï> is called a congruence if <f>

is defined between two base elements, say s„ and 5,-, where obviously

n(v) =n(v'), and satisfies the following condition :

Let v, v', be the dyadic expansions of m/2n, m'/2", respectively. The

elements sy<sy [sr <sy] are those such that m/2n^y<m + l/2", [m'/2n^y'

<m' + l/2n]. Wedefine</)(j7)forallsuch7asi7',where7' = w'/2" + (7 — m/2").

Obviously, 0 is completely determined for any s' <s by the above relation.

Then under conditions (f ) and with this definition for congruence, a necessary

and sufficient condition that two elements a and a' be of equal measure is

that there exist sequences (a„), (a„') of disjoint elements such that a=¿Zan,

a' =zZan' and an and a„' are congruent for each «.

The sufficiency is obvious. The necessity will be proved for the case for

which | a| = | a'| < oo and both a and a' are different from s, from which the

general case follows at once. The required proof then reduces to that of the fol-

lowing statements : a. If | a | = | a' | < oo, then each element a or a' is the limit

of a nested sequence of tr-elements of finite measure, of which corresponding

elements have equal measure, b. Each of two a-elements of equal measure is

the sum of a family of disjoint base elements, corresponding elements having

equal measure and so being congruent. For if a and b hold, and if we let the

class of all sums of congruences, which class can be seen to satisfy (ß), be <ï>,

then we can apply Theorem 4.11 (which states that the respective limits of

(3) See Footnote 1.

(4) As in the "Note on Haar's measure," by S. Banach, in Saks' Theory of the Integral,

Appendix II.
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monotonie sequences of bounded equivalent elements are equivalent) and so

get the desired theorem.

To prove a, we consider nested sequences of a-elements Sk>a, and s¿ >a',

such that for some e>0, \s\ >e^\sk — a\ =^2\sk+x — a\, and \s¿ — a'\ <\sk — a\.

It follows that (¡Sk\ —\s¿\)< (\st-x\ — | f*-i| )• But for each p, the elements

(sr) for which n(v)=p can be ordered into a sequence (s„,p). Then for each k

and p, there is an integer i = ik,P for which |£íloí/l3)+s* | =S j Sk\ — \ si \

< \22j-osj.p+Sk I, and the proof proceeds as in 13.2. Relation b is obvious

in the case of two finite sums of base elements, for each can be expressed as

the sum of elements sy such that n(v) = n*, where »* is the maximum value

of n(v) occurring in the given summands. Otherwise we write both summands

as infinite sums. But two infinite sums can, as a result of 13.21 and the regu-

larity of the basis (s„), be expressed as sums of infinite disjoint sets of finite

sums, of which corresponding finite sums have equal measure. Hence our as-

sertion is proved.

In the case of euclidean r-space (£i, •••,£,) we may consider our class <£

as sums of rigid motions and the regular basis as the family of cubes

[m/2n■¿¡£i<(m + l)/2n], i = 1, • • ■ , r. Our result then reduces to the theorem

of Banach and Tarski from the fact that every open set is the union of a set

of disjoint half-open cubes, and that every measurable set is G¡, modulo the

null sets.

It can be deduced from the results of Part III that under the conditions

of 15.1 that M = m/n and the totality €> of measure-preserving transforma-

tions on Af are respectively isomorphic to the field AP of measurable sets

modulo the null sets in euclidean space, and to the totality í>' of measure-

preserving transformations on AP.

Bryn Mawr College,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.


